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Abstract— Virtual Reality is a relatively new technology that
has become a popular medium for games. This project is a virtual
reality tower defense game that will allow for players to engage
and play in a multiplayer environment. The users are given the
option to either host a match or connect to a host player as
a client. Once in the simulation, the users then compete against
each other using various defense strategies. The game itself blends
first person combat with top down view strategy mechanics. This
paper details the implementation and design of the project as well
as a detailed description and explanation of the current status
of the project.

Index Terms—Virtual Reality, Head Mounted Display (HMD),
Multiplayer, Projectile, Network, Unity, HTC Vive

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual Reality (VR) technology provides immersive experi-
ences that are currently unmatched and continue to improve as
the technology develops. This is due primarily to the feeling of
presence that Virtual Reality can offer to users that are simply
not possible with other entertainment mediums. Through the
use of a Head Mounted Display (HMD), VR technology places
users into a virtual environment where the users can then have
a multi-sensory experience that continues to become more
immersive as the technology improves [1].

This project focuses on the development of a highly in-
teractive and immersive simulation entitled Tower Defense in
Virtual Reality. This simulation is that of a tower defense game
that has a strict focus on multiplayer functionality. The main
purpose of the game will be to allow players the opportunity to
pick from different combat units, each equipped with different
strengths and weaknesses, who attack the nearest enemy target
to them. In a multiplayer environment, the users can compete
against each other in an attempt to try and take down the
opponents tower. Players can display their skill in both strategy
of spawning combat units and dexterity by means of attacking
enemy units with their own weapons. The simulation is also
equipped with combat animations and health bars for both the
towers and combat units that the user spawns. This project
was developed and built using the Unity game engine. A more
detailed breakdown of the design and implementation will be
discussed further in sections III and IV.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II
similar work is mentioned and compared to our work and
various studies are discussed that are relevant to multiplayer
and social interaction in virtual environments. Section III gives

a brief overview of the project as well as details the software
design. Section IV will go into detail about the simulation
and game play mechanics. This is followed by Section V
which goes over discussion and overall analysis of the project
development. Section VI then details the current status of
the project. Lastly, Section VII covers the conclusion of the
analysis and potential future development.

II. BACKGROUND REVIEW

This section provides an overview for background review
and various related works. It is divided into multiple subsec-
tions with the first focusing on similar products that already
exist and the second focusing on studies that relate to multi-
player experiences in virtual reality.

A. Related Applications

There have been a few similar applications developed within
recent years that have each taken different approaches to tower
defense game play in a VR environment. One such application
is a game entitled Castle Must Be Mine [2] which gives the
user a top down view of a pathway to a castle where users can
setup defenses to ensure that enemies do not make it through to
the castle. The game also includes an upgrade system where
users can upgrade both their towers and their playable hero
character. Another similar application is a game called Battle
of Kings VR [3] which is a tower defense strategy game set
in VR where the user can defend their kingdom as well as
develop economics to fortify their defenses and upgrade their
armies. Battle of Kings VR also affords the user with the
ability to play in a campaign mode that includes different maps
and themes or an online multiplayer mode where users can
play against friends or other users.

There have also been a few games developed that give
the user a first person view in the virtual environment. An
application that utilizes the first person perspective is the game
In Your Face TD [4] which allows users to battle enemies face
to face with a variety of weapons including a shotgun, laser
gun, as well as bombs. In Your Face TD offers a different
experience from the other games mentioned due its futuristic
setting and level design. Another first person based tower
defense game is Alchemist Defender VR [5] which combines
top down view defense mechanics with first person combat.
This combination makes this game unique to some of the other



games mentioned as it blends different components of tower
defense game play together. Our game will utilize some of
these mechanics mentioned from other games; however, we
will also add the options to select from different factions to
build armies as well as being able to fight in an alliance with
friends through multiplayer functionality.

B. Literature Review

With virtual reality continuously growing, it has been
utilized in a variety of studies to test and research areas
pertaining to learning, reaction time, and movement through
simulation. For example, a study conducted in [6] presented a
mobile framework that was used to capture user movements
and translate them into a virtual environment. The authors
employed the use of smartphone cameras to track the user
and their movements and developed a multiplayer first person
game for their virtual environment as a proof of concept.

Another area of research in virtual reality are different
means of control that can help increase a users sense of
presence within the virtual space. One such study conducted
by Sra, Xu, and Maes [7] presents breathing as a possible
means of controlled input for VR games. The experiment was
designed in correspondence with two game modes: a First
Person Shooter and a Ball Game due to them both being
easy and could be quickly learned. The authors created four
breathing mechanisms that the users could use as controlled
inputs and therefore increase their sense of immersion. Based
on the results, the experiment is shown to be successful as
users reported to have felt an increased sense of presence when
using the breath control input as opposed to non-breathing
control input.

One of the biggest issues in the development of VR ap-
plications is motion sickness. In reference to VR, motion
sickness is often referred to as cybersickness and results
in symptoms such as nausea, headaches, and disorientation
among others. It has been studied that cybersickness may
be in part to the design of an application and therefore
needs to be tested for usability to ensure that cybersickness
can be minimized [8]. Another study was conducted that
looks into three different methods of locomotion mechanics
which include node-based, continuous, and arc-based teleport
locomotion. The results from the study produced evidence
that indicated continuous movement between nodes resulted
in less instances of cybersickness [9]. Since the virtual world
in our game will likely be larger than the play area for most
users, a form of locomotion to travel is needed for the user.
The locomotion method of using nodes to travel to specific
important locations will be used based on [9]. This method is
effective for our purposes because the user will only need to
travel to specific predetermined locations such as a weapon.

While VR has some drawbacks such as cybersickness, there
are many areas where VR technology can be used to help
users through training simulations and learning. For instance,
research conducted in [10] shows users gaining experience in
a virtual application and how the experience can help gauge
their ability to learn. The study itself combined VR, kinematic

tracking, and Electroencephalography (EEG) to investigate
the cognitive and neural mechanisms of motor skill for the
user. The main task was a marksmanship task that took place
over the span of a few days to test users reaction time and
adaptability as well as provide a platform to develop mobile
brain-body imaging. This is similar to our game in that aiming
is required so there will be a learning curve to the game.
This allows users to have varying levels of skill that can be
improved upon over time in a competitive environment.

III. PROJECT OVERVIEW AND DESIGN

In this section, we will discuss how Tower Defense in
Virtual Reality was built such as the main hardware com-
ponents used as well as the software tools used. During the
early stages of project development, our team broke down the
design elements to create a development plan that established a
structure to meet the project goals. Our team accomplished this
by breaking up certain elements to each work on separately.
For the design elements that required more time, our team
employed peer programming to have more effective develop-
ment. In order to discuss the project development thoroughly,
this section is separated into three subsections: Hardware,
Software, and High Level Design.

A. Hardware

The main hardware component used to build and test the
simulation was the HTC Vive VR base system. The Vive
Virtual Reality System includes a headset, two wireless con-
trollers, and lighthouses or sensors that track the user within
the specified play area. The Vive headset is an HMD that
has a front facing camera to fully immerse the user into a
virtual environment and also contains an adjustable strap to
ensure that the user has a certain level of comfort while in the
virtual space. The Vive controllers have a unique design that
is specific to VR with easy to understand controls and haptic
feedback to add to the users sense of presence. Fig. 1 shows
images of the full HTC Vive VR system.

Fig. 1. (Left) HTC Vive Headset. (Right) HTC Vive Controllers with
adjustable straps.



The Vive headset has a Dual AMOLED 3.6” diagonal screen
with a resolution of 1080 x 1200 pixels per eye. It also includes
an integrated microphone that can be used for players to
communicate with each other in multiplayer VR experiences.
The headset utilizes a lens distance adjustment for eye relief
to provide users with a sense of comfort and maintain a
strong sense of immersion while in a virtual environment. The
controllers allow for a variety of input sources such as track
pad, grip buttons, trigger, system button, and a menu button.
As for tracking, the lighthouses can have a maximum tracked
play area space of 11’5” x 11’5” [11].

B. Software

Tower Defense in Virtual Reality was created using the
Unity game engine [12]. During development of the project,
our team used Unity version 2018.3.4 to create and build the
simulation. We ran Unity on Windows 10 and wrote C# scripts
for the simulation using Microsoft’s Visual Studio. Our team
utilized Unity Collaboration to work in tandem on different
aspects of the project development and to provide an easy
means of version control.

SteamVR [13] was the main software tool used to connect
with the hardware and track the users movement as it keeps
track of the play space as well as tracks the various com-
ponents of the Vive system. SteamVR is able to effectively
interface with the HTC Vive VR hardware system and connect
to the main computer system running the simulation.

One of the biggest components of the project was being
able to develop multiplayer functionality. In order to add
multiplayer capabilities, we utilized the high level scripting
API (HLAPI) called Mirror [14]. The Mirror networking
HLAPI allowed for the use of a Network Manager and the
operation of so-called ”client-hosted” games where a player
acts as a host for a multiplayer game. It also allows for the
spawning of non-player objects on the server which both host
and client can see within the virtual space, i.e. defense units
sent to attack the opposing player.

C. High Level Design

The design diagram shown in Fig. 2 details the overall
design flow of a user setting up and running the Tower Defense
simulation. Upon starting the application, the user will be first
shown a menu screen where they have the option to run or
quit the simulation. In order to run the simulation, the user
can choose to either be the host of the multiplayer game or
connect to another player host as a client. If the user decides
to start the simulation as the client they need to first ensure
that the host player is online, otherwise the user will not have
a server to connect to. Once the simulation starts the user is
then placed on top of a tower and must prepare their defense
strategy. Game play details and a description of the simulation
itself will be discussed further in Section IV.

IV. SIMULATION

At the core the simulation is simply a tower defense game
where one player fights another using various resources and

Fig. 2. High Level System Design Diagram that shows the design flow of
the Tower Defense simulation.

combat units. As stated in the previous section, Tower Defense
in Virtual Reality was developed using the Unity 3D game
engine and tested using the Steam VR software to connect
with the HTC Vive hardware. This section presents the game
play mechanics, the defense units, the game world, and the
weapons a user has at their disposal.

The simulation itself was designed to be a competitive mul-
tiplayer experience with two players that allows for gameplay
that challenges an individual strategically and physically. One
user would act as the host server while the other user would
connect to the server as a client. Once in the simulation, the
users are then placed on opposing towers that are facing each
other and they are armed with a slingshot and have access to
a top down board view of the map. The board view contains
various types of units that user can then deploy to attack the
opposing player. The board with units is designed to be the
strategic aspect of the simulation while the slingshot and future
iterations of weapons are designed to be the dexterity aspect.
It is then the goal of each user to destroy the opposing users
defenses and main tower. The various types of units, weapons,
and rules will be described in further detail later in the section.

To begin the simulation, the user will be placed in a Menu
environment. In Fig. 3, a screenshot from the menu area can be
seen. The environment itself is simply a white plain because
the user has to connect through a computer station. The user
can enter the simulation from this screen by clicking on either
the LAN Host or LAN Client GUI buttons shown in the
left hand corner of Fig. 3. This setup of the simulation is
accomplished from a computer station prior to entering the
virtual environment and in order for the user to connect via
client that must first ensure that the host player is online prior
attempting a connection.

Once the users enter the simulation, they are placed on
opposing watch towers and then immediately must prepare
their defense strategy. The users have access to a Mini Board



Fig. 3. Screenshot of Menu screen when the game is first initialized. In top
left corner, provides user with the option to be the LAN Host or LAN Client
on a particular game.

which has drag and drop spawn units that the user can place
onto the battlefield. Using the Mini Board, the user can place
the units at three different spawn points in front of their watch
tower. These spawn points include the left, middle, and right
of the tower facing toward the enemy player. The units, shown
in Fig. 4, that the user can spawn include a goblin class and
a wizard class. The goblin class acts a common combat type
that the user can place as their basic unit. The wizard class,
on the other hand, is a stronger mystic class that can deal high
amounts of damage with increased range.

Fig. 4. Screenshot of in-game Mini Board with Wizard and Goblin drag and
drop units. Numbers to the left refer to the number of resources obtained
out of the max amount. The numbers under the units refer to the amount of
resources that will be used per spawn.

As mentioned previously, the goblin and wizard classes both
have differences in their ability to deal damage. Out of the
two classes, the wizard is stronger and has a higher range for
attack. This is reflected in the attack animations for each class.
The goblin class has a basic attack animation of swinging their
weapon, which requires close combat in order to be effective.
The wizard class uses a spell as the main form of attack and
this therefore allows them to be more of a ranged specialist.
Each units health is shown via a health bar or slider that hovers
above the units as can seen in Fig. 5. In order to differentiate
between each user, the health bar for the units is green for
friendly units and red for enemy units. The health bars are
oriented to always look towards the local player so that both

the host and the client can clearly see the health of each unit.
Each users tower also has a similar health bar that hovers
above the front of the tower to make it easy for the user to
view in the middle of the simulation by simply looking up.

Fig. 5. Screenshot of spawned goblin unit with green slider that signifies
health.

A key game play component to maintain balance and to
provide for more strategic opportunities is the implementation
of player resources. As each user plays the game, they are
able to collect a certain number of resources that max out
once a total of 20 resources have been reached. This total can
be seen on the Mini Board, shown in Fig. 4, next to the drag
and drop units. As a user places and spawns units, they use
up resources. The amount of resources used depends on which
unit is spawned. For example, the goblin class uses a total of
3 resources per spawn while the wizard class uses 5 resources
per spawn. As long as the users resources aren’t maxed out
they will replenish over time, so the users need to ensure that
their resources aren’t going to waste.

Aside from the wizard and goblin units, the user has another
weapon that they can use to defend their tower from enemy
attacks. The user is armed with a slingshot, which can be seen
in Fig. 6, that can be used to shoot rocks at the enemy units to
provide aid to their spawned units. This also allows the user to
continue their defense efforts while waiting for the collection
of resources. Once enough resources have been collected, the
user can then deploy additional support units. There is no limit
to the amount of rocks that can be shot by the user from
the slingshot; however, the shooting mechanics aim to be as
realistic as possible which can prove to make aiming difficult
within the simulation. However, due to this users are unable
to damage their own units if they accidentally hit them.

In addition to the game play, our team designed a surround-
ing environment to engage the user and add to the immersive
experience. While the battle would capture the users attention,
it is important to ensure that the user feels a sense of presence
and therefore make the virtual environment feel as authentic
as possible. The game world was created using a Unity terrain
map and designed to be a valley surrounded by hills and
mountains in the distance. Fig. 7 shows the user viewpoint
from the top of their tower at the hills and mountains that



Fig. 6. Displays user preparing to use slingshot weapon to attack a unit.

encompass the area. Grass, dirt and rock textures were added
to the terrain map as well as 3D trees from the Unity asset
store to provide a sense of realism.

Fig. 7. Shows in-game user perspective of surrounding environment from the
top of the tower.

V. DISCUSSION

Following the implementation, our team began to prepare
for the final demo of the simulation. In order to prepare, our
team played the game to determine fun factor and test for any
potential bugs or issues that needed to be fixed prior to the
demo. One of the major issues that made it difficult to refine
and polish the game was giving users the ability to spawn
combat units in the game world. The primary issue was that the
client would spawn units but the host would not see the units
and therefore would not be able to create an efficient defense.
Once this issue was resolved, our team was able to continue
and finish preliminary development on the simulation.

As for fun factor, the simulation itself was tested by our
team to ensure that everything ran smoothly and was fun for
users to play. This was later validated during the final demo
showcase. The game was setup using two VR ready computer
stations and a connection was made using SteamVR. The live
final demonstration was shown following a brief presentation
that explained the purpose of the simulation and how it was

developed. Feedback was mostly positive with many users
giving valuable insights on different ways to improve the
simulation and how to make it more immersive and efficient
in terms of game play and usability. These improvements and
capabilities will be discussed further in Section VII.

Overall, the game is not as fleshed out as we would
have liked it to be. Multiplayer was the major roadblock
for the development of the game due to VR not being well
supported in both Unity and Mirror’s networking capabilities.
For instance, one of the major obstacles was having the client
and objects connect to the server so that the host could see
both the opponent and enemy units that were attacking. Due to
these development issues, much of the development time was
spent trying to ensure the game works in multiplayer rather
than being able to add content and functionality to further
refine the game prior to the final demo.

VI. CURRENT STATUS

As it stands currently, Tower Defense in Virtual Reality is
still a work in progress. The current iteration has core function-
ality implemented and some basic game play elements. The
core functionality includes multiplayer connection, spawning
game objects on the server, and some basic physics to allow
for realistic projectile attacks. The main game play elements
completed include spawning defense units through the use of
an in game mini board of the map, a resource management
system, and shooting projectiles at enemy defense units with a
slingshot. In addition to the game play, the combat units each
have unique attack animations that make the battles between
users more immersive and exciting. The simulation also has a
terrain map with grass, rock, and dirt textures surrounding the
play area to add to the users overall immersion in the game
world.

While the core elements of the simulation are complete,
there are some additional elements that are currently being
added during the writing of this paper. The first of these is the
addition of a more interactive user interface. This includes a
more interactive and visually appealing menu screen as well as
a pause screen that allows users to adjust their settings or exit a
match. Voice chat and voice recognition are also elements that
are currently being looked into as additional features. More
specifically, our team is currently looking into adding voice
commands with Watson [15]. Conceptually, this would afford
users the ability to use voice commands to spawn defense
units as opposed to the drag and drop method that is currently
developed. This would make the simulation more efficient and
make the game play much more fast paced.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper describes the development and implementation
of a VR simulation entitled Tower Defense in Virtual Reality.
The hardware and software used to build the simulation as
well as the software design and physical implementation are
explained in great detail. Overall feedback and the current
status of the simulation are also touched upon. The main idea
behind the simulation itself was to see how well multiplayer



can be integrated in VR simulation and how it effects a users
sense of presence within the virtual world.

There is much that can be added to improve the experience
of the game through future work and development. For in-
stance, a voice chat system would be useful as it would allow
the two competitors to communicate as they play the game. In
addition to this audio in general would also improve the game
in the future. A god view camera would be beneficial to add
in the future to allow spectators with or without VR devices
to watch the game from a top down view. Game play wise we
would like to implement a single player mode where players
are able to hone their skills to better compete in the online
game play by providing an area to practice their aiming. We
would also like to add more weapons and units with different
strengths and weaknesses to add more strategy to the game. In
addition to this better balancing for the units and slingshot. An
easier means of rematching the other player is also necessary
for a better user experience. As far as artwork goes we would
like to create our own units in the future along with a more
immersive and cohesive art style overall. Lastly we didn’t need
to implement locomotion for the play area we are using but
for someone with a smaller play area we wish to implement
the node based locomotion.

The project developed has great opportunity for a user study
going forward, particularly after more of the future work is
implemented. When the game becomes more fleshed out there
are many factors that can be looked at in this game. For
balancing purposes, extensively testing the game with multiple
users will give great insight into which units and weapons are
too weak and too strong. Testing would also be helpful in
determining the right amount of resources needed and time to
replenish those resources. We could also get insight into the
game by learning what aspects of the game people like and
don’t like to provide a better overall experience. Furthermore,
we can evaluate aspects such as evolution of strategy and
evolution of skill level over time.
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